Abstract. Consider two sets of strings, B (bad genes) and G (good genes), as well as two integers d b and dg (d b ≤ dg). A frequently occurring problem in computational biology (and other fields) is to find a (distinguishing) substring s of length L that distinguishes the bad strings from good strings, i.e., such that for each string s i ∈ B there exists a length-L substring t i of s i with d(s, t i ) ≤ d b (close to bad strings), and for every substring u i of length L of every string
Introduction.
Research effort in molecular biology, such as the human genome project, has been revealing the secret of our genetic composition, the long DNA sequences that can determine many aspects of life. Applications that use this information have posed new challenges to the design and analysis of efficient computational methods.
A frequently recurring problem in biological applications is to find one substring of length L that appears (with a few substitutions) at least once in each of a set of bad strings (such as bacterial sequences) and is not "close" to any substring of length L in each of another set of good strings (such as human and livestock sequences). The problem has various applications in molecular biology such as the design of universal PCR primers, identification of genetic drug targets, and design of genetic probes [8, 2, 12, 5] . In particular, the genetic drug target identification problem searches for a sequence of genes that is close to bad genes (the target) but far from all good genes (to avoid side-effects). Our study develops a polynomial time approximation scheme in both measures simultaneously.
Sketch of our approach.
Design and analysis of good algorithms for approximating multiple objective functions are not simple in general (see [11] for a general approach and related works).
The standard techniques for related center string problems follow a linear program approach combined with randomized rounding. That works for DSP and DSSP when the parameters are sufficiently large. The main difficulty for our problem lies in the case when objective function value is relatively small but still too large for enumeration methods to work.
To overcome this difficulty, we sample a constant number of strings and find the positions at which the samples have the same letters (bases). We denote this set of positions by Q and the set of the rest by P . Our breakthrough starts with a key lemma that states that there is a set of samples for which there are y positions in Q such that, when we choose the y positions in Q carefully, choose the letters of the rest of |Q| − y positions to be the same as the samples, and choose letters at positions in P by the linear program approach, then we can obtain the right approximate solution. An interesting case is when y < O(log(n)), i.e., y is small, but not small enough for a brute-force enumeration method to go through directly. A new method is designed to handle this case. Since similar situations occur in many combinatorial optimization problems, we expect that this idea may have wider application.
Organization of the paper.
We focus on the polynomial time approximation scheme for DSP in sections 2 through 4. Section 2 introduces the related notation and the standard integer programming formulation, which works well when both d b and d g are large, i.e., at least Ω(L). Section 3 gives the key lemma. We discuss the methods for finding a good approximation of the set of y positions in Q in section 4 .
In section 5, we show that the established algorithm for DSP can be extended to work for the general case, the DSSP. We conclude our work in section 6 with discussion and remarks.
Preliminaries.
We consider two sets of strings: G (good strings) and B (bad strings). We call d b the upper radius for bad strings (B) and d g the lower radius for good strings (G). Let n = n 1 + n 2 be the total number of good and bad strings in G ∪ B.
For the DSP, every good or bad string is of the same length L. The distance d(x, y) of two strings x and y is their Hamming distance, i.e., the number of positions at which they differ from each other. We are to find the string x of length L such that
In this section, we present an approximation algorithm that works well for a special case of the DSP. The restriction is that L, d b , and d g are large; more specifically,
, where is the parameter controlling the performance ratio and n 1 and n 2 are the numbers of bad and good strings, respectively. This is achieved via a standard method using integer linear programming. Define
The problem becomes the following integer linear programming (LP) problem:
Letx k,a be a solution for LP relaxation of (2). For each 0 ≤ k ≤ L, with probabilityx k,a , we set x k,a = 1 and set x k,a = 0 for any a = a. We choose the random variables independently for different k. This results in an integer solution for (2) (and hence a solution for (1) 
as shown in Theorem 2. Standard derandomization methods [10] transfer it to a deterministic algorithm in Theorem 3. The following lemma is useful for the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 1. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n be n independent random 0-1 variables, where X i takes 1 with probability
, and Pr(
There is a randomized algorithm that finds a solution, i.e., a string x of length L, with high probability such that for each string
Proof.
We can see that a∈Σ χ(s, i, k, a) x k,a and a∈Σ χ(g, j, k, a) x k,a take 1 or 0 randomly and independently for different k's.
Thus, for any fixed δ > 0, using Lemma 1, we have
Considering all bad and good strings, respectively, we have
Thus we get a randomized algorithm to find a solution x for (1) with probability at least 1−(n 
Theorem 3. There exists a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for a DSP when
Proof. When L ≥ (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 2 , the following derandomized algorithm is a PTAS.
Let x j,a be a fractional solution for (2) (2), we know that there exists a string x i of length |L i | such that for each string s l ∈ B,
and for each string g l ∈ G, 
and for each string g l ∈ G,
2 ) time, which is polynomial in terms of the input size when |Σ| is a constant.
When L ≤ (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 2 , we can enumerate all possible strings of length L in O(|Σ| (4log(n1+n2))/δ 2 ) time. Thus, we can get a desired solution.
A key lemma.
To obtain our PTAS algorithm, we need to introduce two parameters: an integer r and a positive number δ. The constant r is introduced in this section and depends purely on . The constant δ > 0 will be introduced in the next section and depends on both > 0 and r.
For any r > 
The following claim is a variant of a claim in [6] , but the proof is identical.
Claim 5. For any k such that 2 ≤ k ≤ r, where r is a constant, there are indices
where inequality (5) holds because Q i1,i2,...,ir ⊆ Q i1,i2,...,i k and equality (6) holds because
From Claim 5, we can immediately obtain the following proposition. Proposition 6. For any constant r, there are indices
Proof. Note that
Therefore, one of (ρ k − ρ k+1 ) is at most 1 r−1 . Thus, Claim 5 immediately implies that the lemma is true.
The following corollary will also be useful later.
Proof. The first part is obvious by Proposition 6. For the second part, consider
By the first part of the corollary, |A k | is no more than
The rest of the corollary follows.
Informally, Proposition 6 implies that s i1 is a good approximation of s at positions in Q i1,i2,...,ir for the bad strings; i.e., for any
Before we present our key lemma, we need a boosting proposition that, when applied together with Corollary 7, obtains a better and better solution.
.,ir (as in Proposition 6). Consider the index
where
By Corollary 7 and with the further restriction that
That is, for any string
From (8), there exists β with β ≤ 1 such that for any
Combining those two formulae, we have
Moreover, combining (7) and (9), we have
Here (12) is from the facts that d(s k , s i1 |Q k ) = 0 and β ≤ 1. Therefore,
This completes the proof.
Here is our main lemma. Lemma 9. For any constant r, there exist indices 
Proof. We shall repeatedly apply Proposition 8 up to r times for the proof.
We start with Q = Q i1,i2,...,ir . By Corollary 7, for any
Therefore, there exist an index k (denoted by i r+1 ) and number z 0 (
Again, choose k (and denote it by i r+2 later) and y ≥ 0 such that , s|Q i1,i2,. ..,it ) is satisfied (with negligible error) for each g ∈ G.
On the other hand, again by Lemma 9, if any y positions chosen in Q i1,i2,...,it are changed to obtain a string
That is, the total error produced for every string in B will be at most (g i , s i1 |Q i1,i2,. ..,it ) ≥ (r − 2)y. Recalling the assumption that d g < (r − 1)y, we get for any g i ∈ G,
Therefore, we have to consider only the strings g i ∈ G with the restriction that 
In the remaining part of the section, several different methods will be used to carefully select y positions in Q i1,i2,...,it , each dealing with one of the three cases. Let L = |Q i1,i2,...,it |. The complete algorithm is given in Figure 1 .
In addition to the constant integer r, we need to introduce another positive number δ 0 > 0. We should first choose r to be sufficiently large but remain a constant. Input B = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n1 } and G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n2 }.
Algorithm gdistString
Output a center string s of length L. Then we should choose δ 0 to be sufficiently small to achieve the required bound (1+ ) (and (1 − )) for PTAS. Notice that, since δ 0 is chosen after r is fixed, it may be a function of r. However, since r is a constant, we can make δ 0 sufficiently small (as a function of r) and at the same time δ 0 remains a constant. Therefore, in some of the asymptotic notation (Ω and big-O) used in this section, the constant may be a function of r. However, since we should set the value of r to a sufficiently large constant first, both r and δ 0 are constant when we later set the value of δ 0 > 0 sufficiently small. Case 1. L ≤ (r − 1) 2 y and y ≥ (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 . In this case, it follows that
if
2 y, it follows that y = eL for some e : 
we can directly use the method described in section 2.
Case 2. L > (r − 1) 2 y and y ≥ (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 . By Assumption 1, d(g i , s i1 |Q i1,i2,. ..,it ) < (r − 1)y. Thus, for any g i ∈ G, s i1 and g i agree at most of the positions (at least (r − 1)(r − 2) out of (r − 1) 2 positions) in Q i1,i2,...,it . Intuitively, if we randomly select y positions in Q i1,i2,...,it and change them into any different letters from s i1 to get y i1 , then y i1 and g i should differ at most of the y positions. Therefore, we can apply the following simple randomized algorithm:
1. Arbitrarily divide the L positions into y sets of positions . Let X i be a 0/1 random variable. X i = 1 indicates that j i is in Z i . The probability that X i = 1 is |Zi| |Yi| . Then we get
The last inequality is by the fact from Assumption 1 that
The last inequality is from the fact that y ≥ 4 log(n 1 + n 2 )/δ 2 0 . Let y i1 be the string obtained from s i1 by changing the letters at y positions using the randomized algorithm. Then for the string g ∈ G,
The above inequality is due to the facts that (1) s i1 and y i1 differ at the y selected positions, (2) y i1 and g differ at every position i with X i = 1, and (3) y i1 and g may agree at the rest of the y − y i=1 X i positions. Thus, we have
Therefore, we get
Substituting µ ≥ y(r−2)
r−1 into the above inequality, and after some calculation, we have
Considering all good strings, we get
Therefore, with high probability we get that
Now, we give a derandomized algorithm for Case 2.
Lemma 11. There is a deterministic algorithm that runs in time equal to
) and finds a string y i1 from s i1 such that for any g ∈ G, We have
Thus, the time required is at most O((n
2 , we cannot directly choose y positions from Q since the time complexity is higher. Let y = x × (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 + z, where x ≥ 1 is an integer and z < (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 . We divide
y /x for i = 1, 2, . . . , x − 1 and
. Proposition 10 ensures that each Q i contains a good approximation solution, i.e., a set of (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 positions, such that y 1 and g differ at most of the positions (at least For any q good strings g j1 , g j2 , . . . , g jq , we define 
Proof. Take g j1 ∈ G, and let
. . , j r be any other indices and g ∈ G be any good string; it follows that
Thus we may assume that |U j1 | > y r . Take g j2 ∈ G, and let
The inequality comes from the fact U j1 ⊆ R j1 ⊆ R j1,j2,...,jr and the choice of g j2 . So we have to consider only |U j1,j2 | > y r since otherwise we are done. In general, we can get a list of sets of positions U j1 , U j1,j2 , . . . , U j1,j2,. 
and thus q < r. Finally, take g jq+1 ∈ G, and let 
Keep in mind that we are dealing with the case y ≤ (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 . Thus, we have |R j1,j2,...,jr | ≤ (4log(n 1 + n 2 ))/δ 0 2 . We can try all possible ways to achieve the optimal distinguishing string s at the positions in R j1,j2,...,jr . The time required is 
is at most There are at most n 2 ≤ n 2 + n 1 = n strings in G. Thus, if there is no K y2 ⊆ R j1,j2,...,jr (m) such that 
Proof. According to Theorem 3, step 1 in Algorithm gdistString (Figure 1 Consider step 2 of Algorithm gdistString. We discuss Cases 2 and 3 separately. Case 2. Lemma 11 shows that for a fixed Q i1,i2,...,i2r we can find a string y i1 from s i1 such that for each g ∈ G we have
log((r−1) 2 e)8/δ 2 0 ) time. For the positions in P i1,i2,...,i2r , we can use the LP approach to solve the following inequalities: 
The DSSP.
In this section, we present the algorithm for the DSSP. The idea is to combine the sampling technique in [9] with the algorithm for the DSP. The difficulty here is that for each s i ∈ B, we do not know the substring t i of s i . The sampling approach in [9] is as follows: For any fixed r > 0, by trying all the choices of r substrings of length L from B, we can assume that t i1 , t i2 , . . . , t ir are the r substrings of length L that satisfy Lemma 13 by replacing s l with t l and s ij with t ij . Let Q be the set of positions at which t i1 , t i2 , . . . , t ir agree and P = {1, 2, . . . , L}−Q. By Lemma 13, t i1 |Q is a good approximation to s|Q. However, we do not know the letters at positions in P . Thus, we randomly pick O(log(mn)) positions from P , where m is the length of bad strings. Suppose that the multiset of these random positions is R. By trying all length-|R| strings, we can assume that we know s|R. Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 is the error rate introduced by the algorithm for the DSP. The randomized algorithm can be derandomized by the standard methods; [7] gives a short and clear explanation.
6. Discussion and remarks. Our work concludes the search for provably good algorithms for the DSSP by presenting a PTAS. Some techniques have been developed
